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Abstract The influence of poorly resolving mixing processes in the nocturnal boundary layer (NBL) on
the development of the convective boundary layer the following day is studied using large-eddy simulation
(LES). Guided by measurement data from meteorological sites in Cabauw (Netherlands) and Hamburg
(Germany), the typical summertime NBL conditions for Western Europe are characterized, and used to
design idealized (absence of moisture and large-scale forcings) numerical experiments of the diel cycle.
Using the UCLA-LES code with a traditional Smagorinsky-Lilly subgrid model and a simplified land-surface
scheme, a sensitivity study to grid spacing is performed. At horizontal grid spacings ranging from 3.125 m in
which we are capable of resolving most turbulence in the cases of interest to grid a spacing of 100 m which
is clearly insufficient to resolve the NBL, the ability of LES to represent the NBL and the influence of NBL
biases on the subsequent daytime development of the convective boundary layer are examined. Although
the low-resolution experiments produce substantial biases in the NBL, the influence on daytime convection
is shown to be small, with biases in the afternoon boundary layer depth and temperature of approximately
100 m and 0.5 K, which partially cancel each other in terms of the mixed-layer top relative humidity.

1. Introduction

Moist convection remains one of the major uncertainties in general circulation models (GCMs), causing
biases in (amongst others) the frequency, onset, or spatial distribution of precipitation [Jakob, 2010].
Although the complexity of subgrid-scale parameterizations has greatly increased, uncertainties related to
clouds and precipitation (CP) continue to exist in current state-of-the-art GCMs [Stevens and Bony, 2013]. To
increase the understanding and to ultimately improve the representation (parameterization) of CP proc-
esses, a number of initiatives exploiting high-performance computing have been launched, for example,
the Cascade project [Holloway et al., 2012] or high-resolution experiments with NICAM (Nonhydrostatic ICo-
sahedral Atmospheric Model) [Miyamoto et al., 2013]. Both initiatives use a (horizontal) grid spacing Dx of 1–
2 km. For dry and shallow convection, these grid spacings approach the size of the largest convective
eddies and convection becomes partially (but poorly) resolved [Honnert et al., 2011]. With convection being
neither fully resolved, nor fully parameterized, modeling in this area is challenging. As such, grid spacings in
the range from �500 m to �3 km are often referred to as the convective grey zone or terra incognita [e.g.,
Wyngaard, 2004; Zhou et al., 2014].

Recently, the German ministry for education and research (BMBF) launched an initiative termed High-Defini-
tion Clouds and Precipitation for Advancing Climate Prediction [HD(CP)2]. This initiative strives to perform
large-eddy simulation (LES) hind casts of diurnal cycles of convection using horizontal grid spacings of Dx

� 100m on spatial scales as large as Germany (10002215002 km), and then expanding the domain size as
more computational resources become available with time. In contrast with models relying on the
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations like standard GCMs, LES at grid spacings of 100 m
explicitly resolves the most energetic eddies related to both dry and shallow convection. Thereby, it
attempts to leap over the aforementioned modeling issues in the convective grey zone and reduce the
uncertainty related to convection. For relatively large domains, these type of experiments can be a useful
source of synthetic data to study CP processes in detail.

However, even though grid spacings of 100 m are sufficient to represent convection, it leaves some other
processes unresolved. One of these processes, relevant for the diurnal cycle of convection over land, is the
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stable nocturnal boundary layer (NBL). Even for weak to moderately stable conditions, LES of the NBL
requires a grid spacing of Oð1 mÞ [Beare et al., 2006], which greatly increases the computational burden. To
illustrate this point, consider that every doubling of resolution (at a constant Courant number) increases the
computational costs with roughly a factor 16. A grid refinement from current limited-area models (e.g.,
COSMO-DE at Dx 5 2800 m) [Baldauf et al., 2011] to convection resolving experiments (Dx 5 100 m) implies
a computational increase of Oð1052106Þ, which is ambitious but conceivable in the near future. An addi-
tional increase in computational costs of Oð108Þ, which would be required for Dx 5 1 m, is not. If the repre-
sentation of the NBL ends up being crucial to the development of convective processes during the day this
bodes poorly for attempts to use more fundamental approaches, like LES, to understand CP processes. So
do we need to resolve the NBL to accurately study daytime convection?

The NBL plays a crucial role in numerical weather prediction (NWP, e.g., near-surface temperatures, fog or
air pollution) [Fernando and Weil, 2010; Holtslag et al., 2013], but these details might be of secondary impor-
tance for studies focused on the daytime convective boundary layer (CBL). From this perspective, some
errors in the representation of the NBL may be tolerable, as long as they do not significantly influence the
development or characteristics of the CBL. Vil�a-Guerau de Arellano [2007] demonstrated with different meth-
ods that differences in the early morning characteristics of the NBL and free troposphere can significantly
effect daytime convection and the formation of shallow cumulus. Whether such different initial conditions
can arise from a poorly represented NBL in low-resolution LES is currently unknown.

As LES modeling of the diurnal cycle of convection requires both a sufficiently sized domain to capture the
large convective eddies, and high resolution to resolve the small-scale nocturnal eddies, the NBL and CBL
have primarily been addressed individually [e.g., Mason and Derbyshire, 1990; Brown et al., 2002]. The impli-
cations of underresolving the NBL were—to some extent—addressed in the first Global Energy and Water
Cycle Exchanges Project (GEWEX) Atmospheric Boundary Layer Study (GABLS1) LES intercomparison [Beare
et al., 2006]. Their results indicate that with decreasing resolution the NBL deepens, but their range of grid
spacings was limited to Dx � 12.5 m, and without addressing the development of convection on the subse-
quent day. Only recently has the increase in computational resources and development of dynamic
subgrid-scale (SGS) models made LES studies covering (near) full diurnal cycles possible [Kleissl et al., 2006;
Kumar et al., 2006; Basu et al., 2008a; Kumar et al., 2010].

Despite their promising results, these dynamic schemes require a sufficiently resolved turbulence field to
determine the subgrid-scale parameters. Prior to this study, we tested two more advanced subgrid models
for the GABLS1 case: the scale-dependent Lagrangian dynamic model [Bou-Zeid et al., 2005; Huang et al.,
2008] and the stretched-vortex model [Chung and Matheou, 2014]. Although both schemes perform well
when turbulence is moderately underresolved, they fail at the coarse grid spacings addressed in this study,
where turbulent mixing ceases. For this reason, and because we anticipate that simple subgrid-scale clo-
sures will remain attractive for convective-scale modeling, the remainder of this study focuses on the tradi-
tional Smagorinsky-Lilly model.

What happens if we simulate the diurnal cycle of convection using an LES setup with a crude representation
of the SGS processes, with (horizontal) grid spacings as coarse as 100 m? How poorly is the NBL repre-
sented, and could potential biases in its development influence daytime convection? We address these
questions with a number of idealized experiments covering a near-complete diel cycle of convection over
land.

To develop a foundational understanding of these issues, our study focuses on the dynamical aspects: the
ratio of explicitly resolved turbulence versus the fraction modeled by the SGS model at various grid spac-
ings, and its implication for the NBL development and the development of the subsequent day of convec-
tion for a dry case (no moisture). Although both moisture and radiation are likely to be relevant to many
situations [e.g., Duynkerke, 1999], the issues that we investigate are likely to be common to all cases. With
moist convection being rooted in the dry subcloud layer [e.g., van Stratum et al., 2014], any issues with rep-
resenting such a relatively simple dry CBL are inevitably going to be reflected on the development and
characteristics of more complex cases with moist convection. To design the experiments, we first obtain the
typical summertime NBL characteristics from measurement data representative for Western European con-
ditions. This region was chosen for focus because of its relevance for HD(CP)2 and availability of meteoro-
logical measurement sites at Cabauw (Netherlands) and Hamburg (Germany). Deriving typical boundary
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forcings like wind speed and surface cooling allow for the design of numerical experiments that cover the
observed conditions, without having to deal with what we believe to be secondary details (e.g., case spe-
cific, complicated synoptic-scale forcings). For each experiment, we perform a sensitivity study on resolu-
tion, ranging the grid spacing from 3.125 m in which we are capable of resolving most turbulence in the
cases of interest, to grid a spacing of 100 m which is clearly insufficient to resolve the NBL. In attempting to
focus on the most basic issues that will be common to almost every type of NBL, we have found it nonethe-
less necessary to include a minimal land-surface model (LSM) as a lower boundary condition. Early experi-
ments using prescribed surface fluxes, or even a prescribed surface temperature (tendency) proved to
prevent the ABL from responding to surface biases, and vice versa. The response introduced by the LSM
can potentially enhance biases, but has also proven to decrease the intermodel spread of results [Holtslag
et al., 2007]. Furthermore, the use of prescribed fluxes can lead to inconsistencies in the surface layer param-
eterization in the NBL [Basu et al., 2008b].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents an analysis of the measurement
data. In section 3, the LES code is briefly introduced, together with a description of the case setup. Our
main findings are presented in section 4, first in terms of the general characteristics of the experiments, fol-
lowed by the results of the sensitivity study on resolution. Finally, the results are summarized in section 5.

2. Characteristics of the Clear Summertime Nocturnal Boundary Layer

To setup the numerical experiments, we first obtain relevant NBL characteristics from measurements. This
allows us to design a number of experiments that cover the characteristics of the desired study area. The analy-
sis is based on 12 years of data (1 January 2001 to 12 December 2012) from two meteorological sites in West-
ern Europe: the Hamburg weather mast operated by the University of Hamburg, Germany, and the Cabauw
Experimental Site for Atmospheric Research (CESAR) in Cabauw, Netherlands. The Hamburg site is located in
the easterly outskirts of Hamburg (53.52�N, 10.10�E) and characterized by flat but inhomogeneous surroundings
comprising a mix of industrial buildings and community gardens, with rural terrain toward the east [Br€ummer
et al., 2012]. The Cabauw site (51.97�N, 4.93�E) is surrounded by flat terrain and open pasture in all directions,
with some low buildings at 400–600 m distance toward the north and east [Van Ulden and Wieringa, 1996].

Because of the present study’s focus on daytime convection, we limit the analysis to clear nights during the
May to August period (see Appendix A for details and a validation of the sampling procedure). We focus the
analysis on two key features that govern the characteristics of the NBL: wind (shear production of turbulence)
and surface cooling (buoyancy suppression as the atmosphere becomes stably stratified). Wind speeds are
obtained from tower measurements at 200 m height (direct measurement for Cabauw, interpolated between
175 and 250 m for Hamburg), and will be used as a proxy for the geostrophic wind. For surface cooling, two
measures are used: the surface (skin) temperature obtained from IR-radiometers, and near-surface turbulent
heat fluxes obtained from sonic anemometers (5 m height at Cabauw, 10 m height at Hamburg). For all varia-
bles, we examine the time development since sunset. Although the NBL development (negative surface flux)
usually begins before sunset, this provides a simple robust and objective way to temporally align the data.

The statistics from both stations show typical characteristics of the NBL, with a strong decrease in surface
temperature and negative surface fluxes. The results are summarized in Figure 1. For each variable, its time
development is summarized by means of 2-D histograms, with the probability binned over 1 h intervals
since sunset (t 5 0 h), and each individual hourly bin normalized to unity. For surface cooling, the tempera-
ture at sunset is subtracted from the samples to obtain the net cooling over the night. In all plots, the
dashed and solid lines indicate the 25th (P1), 50th (P2), and 75th (P3) percentiles. The 200 m wind speed
(Figures 1a and 1d) is relatively similar for both stations—average wind speeds are �7.5 m s21, where
�75% of the samples have a wind speed higher than 5 m s21. Both stations experience a light increase in
wind speed during the night, which most likely represents the formation of a low-level jet, and is most evi-
dent at Cabauw. In contrast with the relatively similar wind speeds, the surface cooling rate (Figures 1b and
1e) and sensible heat flux (Figures 1c and 1f) differ more between the two stations. The total surface cooling
at 9 h after sunset is approximately 9 K in Hamburg, which is 5 K more than in Cabauw, while the sensible
heat flux in Cabauw is significantly more negative. A possible explanation for these differences might lie in
the difference in near-surface wind speed (not shown), which is lower in Hamburg, likely due to its more
sheltered location. However, these interpretations should be tempered by the realization that the fluxes are
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measured at different heights (decreasing heat flux with height), and that there are known difficulties in
flux measurements in the NBL (surface energy balance closure) [e.g., de Roode et al., 2010].

Based on these findings, the numerical experiments will aim at covering the typical conditions (P1–P3 as a
guideline) with wind speeds in the range of 5–10 m s21 and surface heat fluxes of approximately 230 to
240 W m22. Further details of the experimental set p are provided in section 3.2.

3. Setup

3.1. Large-Eddy Simulation Code
The University of California, Los Angeles large-eddy simulation (UCLA-LES v4.0) code was used for the numerical
experiments described in this study [e.g., Stevens et al., 2005]. Briefly summarized, UCLA-LES numerically integra-
tes the filtered Navier-Stokes equations within the anelastic approximation of Ogura and Phillips [1962] with (in
the absence of moisture) the three wind components and potential temperature (h) as prognostic variables.
Time integration is performed with a third-order Runge-Kutta scheme. Subgrid diffusion is modeled with the
Smagorinsky-Lilly model [Smagorinsky, 1963; Lilly, 1966], with the eddy-viscosity calculated as [e.g., Pope, 2000]:

m5k2 ~S
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
12

Ri
Prt

r
; (1)

with k the mixing length scale, ~S the filtered rate of strain, Ri the Richardson number, and Prt the (pre-
scribed as 1/3) turbulent Prandtl number. The stability correction follows Lilly [1962]. ~S is defined as:

Figure 1. Two-dimensional histograms ((a–c) Hamburg and (d–f) Cabauw) for (left) the absolute wind speed at 200 m height (jUj200m), (middle) change in surface temperature since sun-
set (dTs), and (right) surface sensible heat flux (H). For each variable, both stations share the color bar. All samples are binned in hourly intervals, and the resulting histograms are normal-
ized per bin (i.e., the total probability per hourly bin equals 1). The dashed lines indicate the 25th and 75th percentile and the solid line the median.
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The (uncorrected) mixing length scale is defined as k05ðCsDÞ, with Cs the Smagorinsky constant and
D5ðDxDyDzÞ1=3 the grid spacing. Near the surface, the mixing length scale is reduced [Mason and
Thomson, 1992]:
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with j the von K�arm�an constant (0.4) and z the height above the surface. Based on a validation (not shown)
for the GABLS1 LES intercomparison [Beare et al., 2006], a few minor adjustments were made: the addition
of a fourth-order centered advection scheme for scalars [Wicker and Skamarock, 2002], and the Smagorinsky
constant (Cs) was reduced from 0.23, its default value in UCLA-LES, to 0.17. In addition to these adjustments,
we added a minimal land-surface model (LSM) that allows for a response of the surface temperature and
turbulent fluxes to biases in the atmosphere, and vice versa. The LSM is based on the ECMWF [2011] docu-
mentation, and described in Appendix B. Although radiative cooling of the NBL can be significant (espe-
cially near the surface and NBL top), its influence on the mean thermodynamic structure is typically small
[Garratt and Brost, 1981]. Therefore, we follow previous work on idealized NBL experiments [e.g., Beare et al.,
2006; Basu et al., 2008a; Kosovic and Curry, 2000], exclude the influence of radiation on the atmosphere, and
use a simplified representation for radiation which only drives the LSM. The incoming longwave radiation is
set constant in time, and its outgoing component is based on the surface temperature and Stefan-
Boltzmann’s law. The incoming shortwave radiation is prescribed, using a fixed surface albedo to calculate
the outgoing radiation. See Appendix B for details.

3.2. Case Description
The findings of section 2 informed the design of the numerical experiments, which we here describe. All cases
cover a near-complete diel cycle (21 h), running from the late afternoon, throughout the night, into the sec-
ond day with dry convection. The model is initiated with a 500 m deep well-mixed layer of potential tempera-
ture h 5 290 K, with a constant temperature stratification of 6 K km21 above. The diurnal variability is
introduced by the parameterized radiation and LSM (Appendix B). In the late afternoon (start of the experi-
ment), solar heating drives convection and growth of the CBL. When the net surface radiation (Qnet) becomes
negative, surface cooling and the development of the NBL are initiated. In time, the NBL deepens as the cool
surface air is mixed upward by turbulent eddies, whose intensity is partially regulated by wind shear. Based
on the findings of section 2, we initially consider two experiments in which only the geostrophic wind is var-
ied from 5 to 10 m s21 (Table 1). As shown in section 2, the lower threshold of 5 m s21 ensures that we cover
approximately 75% of the typical Western European conditions. In addition to wind shear, the surface cooling
rate determines the turbulent intensity as it drives the formation of the stable layer, which suppresses (verti-
cal) turbulent motions. Although the inclusion of the LSM obstructs us from directly controlling the surface
cooling, we can manipulate the cooling rate through the surface characteristics in the following way: by
decreasing the thermal conductivity of the skin layer (Ksk, equation (B3)), the interaction between the surface
and soil is decreased, increasing the atmospheric cooling rate at night (experiment U8L). After sunrise, the sur-
face is heated again, a shallow CBL forms in the stable layer, until convection grows into the residual layer of
the previous day of convection. Note that in the absence of large-scale forcings (advection, subsidence) and
radiation, there is no process stabilizing the residual layer after the onset of the NBL.

Combined, the variation in geostrophic wind and sur-
face cooling rate results in three physical experiments,
summarized in Table 1. For each physical experiment,
sensitivity studies on resolution are performed. All cases
fix the domain size to Lx5Ly53200 m, Lz52000 m, in
which the grid spacing is varied from Dxy5Dz53:125 m
to Dxy5100 m, Dz525 m (Table 2). Throughout the text,
the combination of physical experiment—resolution
experiment is referred to as, e.g., U102D3 for the 10 m
s21 case with a grid spacing of 3.125 m. Except for the

Table 1. Overview of the Three Different (Physical) LES
Experiments, Varying the Geostrophic Wind (Ug) and
conductivity of the Skin Layer (Ksk , Equation (B3))a

Exp Ug (m s21) Ksk (W m21 K21)

U10 10 10
U5 5 10
U8L 8 1

aThe domain is oriented such that the geostrophic
wind is in the x direction, and the v component is set to
zero.
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variation in grid spacing, the resolution
experiments share the exact same setup—no
tuning of (for example) parameters in the
SGS model is performed. However, to verify
the validity of the U5 and U8L experiments,
two additional runs were performed for a
part of the NBL period with a decreased Sma-
gorinsky constant (case name appended
with Cs). All horizontal velocities are initiated
with their geostrophic value, constant with
height. Temperature perturbations are

applied to the initial mixed layer to break the horizontal slab symmetry. Although sufficiently turbulent LES
is stochastic [e.g., Sullivan and Patton, 2011], the averaging time and domain size provide sufficient sam-
pling so that the statistics are robust, and not influenced by differences among realizations. At the top of
the domain, a 200 m deep damping layer (with a time scale linearly increasing from s 5 0 s at 1800 m to
s 5 300 s at 2000 m) is added to prevent the reflection of gravity waves. The surface pressure is set to 105

Pa, and the base state potential temperature to 296 K.

4. Results

4.1. General Characteristics of the Experiments
We first present the general characteristics of the different experiments from the three high-resolution ref-
erence cases (U102D3;U52D3;U8L2D3, Table 2). In addition, the validity of the reference cases will be
addressed. Figures 2 and 3 show the temporal evolution of four key atmospheric and surface properties:
the ABL depth (zABL) in Figure 2, and the 10 and 200 m wind speed (jUj), surface sensible heat flux (H), and
the surface temperature (Ts) in Figure 3. The 200 m wind speed, surface temperature, and surface heat flux
in Figure 3 allow for a comparison with the measurement data presented in Figure 1. Note that we do not
attempt to validate the model in detail, which would require specific measurements that we do not have
access to, but rather compare the experiments with measurement statistics to ensure that our idealized
study addresses a relevant part of the parameter space. Two different definitions of the ABL depth are used.
For convective conditions (H> 0), the ABL depth is defined as the height of the minimum turbulent heat
flux. For stable conditions (H< 0), the ABL depth is defined as the first height at which the ABL temperature
is within 0.25 K of the last temperature profile when H was last larger than zero. In other words, this is the
layer depth which is influenced by surface cooling. The definition for stable conditions differs from typical
definitions based on the momentum flux or a critical Richardson number [e.g., Beare et al., 2006; Richardson

et al., 2013], as both methods have
proven to be imprecise for our
experiments because of decaying
turbulence in the residual layer.

Although the surface temperature
(Figure 3b) decreases over the first
few hours before sunset, the surface
sensible heat flux (Figure 3c) remains
positive resulting in convection and
growth of the mixed layer up to
approximately 800 m height. From
case U52D3 to U102D3, the mixed
layer slightly deepens because of
small differences in H and potentially
by shear-driven growth of the mixed
layer [Pino et al., 2003]. Approximately
1 h before sunset, Ts begins to
decrease rapidly and Qnet becomes
negative, marking the onset of the
NBL. A shallow internal boundary

Table 2. Resolution Experimenta

Exp Nxy (–) Nz (–) Dxy (m) Dz (m) Cs

D3 (reference) 1024 640 3.125 3.125 0.17
D32Cs 1024 640 3.125 3.125 0.10
D6 512 320 6.25 6.25 0.17
D12 256 160 12.5 12.5 0.17
D25 128 80 25 25 0.17
D50 64 80 50 25 0.17
D100 32 80 100 25 0.17

aAll experiments fix the horizontal domain size to 3200 m and the
vertical size to 2000 m.

Figure 2. Temporal evolution of the ABL depth (zABL) in the three reference cases
(U10-D3, U5-D3;U8L-D3) and the two sensitivity experiments on the Smagorinsky con-
stant (U5-D3-Cs, U8L-D3-Cs). As explained in the text, different ABL-depth definitions
for convective and stable conditions are used, resulting in two discontinuities before
and after sunset.
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layer develops as the thermally driven mixing shuts down, and the NBL deepens in time as cool air from the sur-
face is mixed upward, where the mixing depth is determined by the intensity of the turbulent eddies. The NBL in
the U10 case grows to approximately 200 m depth at sunrise. For weaker winds, or less conductive surfaces with
stronger surface cooling, the NBL is about half as deep. As observed in the measurement data (Figures 1a and
1d), the wind speed aloft increases over the NBL period and becomes super-geostrophic (low-level jet). Nighttime
200 m wind speeds are in between 4 and 14 m s21, in line with the analysis for Cabauw/Hamburg. After the
rapid decrease in surface temperature shortly before sunset, the cooling rates moderate and remain approxi-
mately constant during the night. All cases have their total surface cooling in between 2.9 and 3.4 K, less than
observed in the measurement data. However, the resulting surface sensible heat flux (H) is in between 210 and
240 W m22, which agrees, in both magnitude and tendency, with the findings in Figures 1c and 1f. Despite the
simplicity with which the land-surface processes are represented and the idealizations in the setup, the LES cases
cover the typical conditions presented in Figure 1, with realistic features in both the CBL and NBL.

To address the validity of the reference (D3) cases during the NBL period, we show in Figure 4 the fraction
resolved/total heat flux as a function of the normalized ABL depth (at t 5 10 h or t2tsunset � 5.5 h). With a
3 m grid spacing, about 75% of the turbulent heat flux is resolved in the U10 case. This ensures that the NBL
development is primarily driven by resolved turbulence, and that the contribution of the SGS model is lim-
ited. Despite the high resolution, this requirement is more difficult to fulfill for the U5 and U8L cases which

resolve approximately 20% and 40%,
respectively. More care must be
applied in adopting the D3 as a refer-
ence case in this situation. However,
based on the U10 sensitivities it is pos-
sible to sensibly interpret the effect of
suboptimal resolutions in these cases,
even when the reference case is not
fully resolved. However, to test such
interferences, Figure 4 shows two
additional experiments (case name
appended with Cs) for the NBL period
in which the Smagorinsky constant
was reduced from Cs50:17 to 0.10.
This produces a better resolved turbu-
lent field, less influenced by uncertain-
ties related to the SGS closure.

Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the (a) absolute wind speed jUj5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u21v2
p

at 10 and 200 m height, (b) surface sensible heat flux H, and (c) surface (skin) temperature Ts in the U10-D3,
U5-D3;U8L-D3 experiments.

Figure 4. Fraction of resolved/total heat flux in the NBL (t 5 10 h) for all D3 cases. For
the 5 and 8 m s21 cases, the sensitivity on the Smagorinsky constant (Cs) is shown.
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Compared to their counterparts with the reduced Smagorinsky constant, the average NBL depth of the U5

and U8L cases is off by less than 7% (Figure 2), which indicates that the poor resolution of the reference
case is not unduly influencing our experimental setup.

4.2. Case U10: Sensitivity on Resolution
To study the influence of resolution in this section, we present the results from a sequence of simulations in
which the resolution is degraded systematically. The resolution is coarsened by factors of two from Dxy5Dz

53:125 m to Dxy5100 m, Dz525 m (Table 2) to study (a) how well the NBL is represented at relatively
coarse resolutions, and (b) whether biases in the NBL influence the development of convection on the sec-
ond day. We start with a more detailed analysis of the U10 case as it most clearly illustrates the temporal
evolution of the cases and their dependence on resolution. Next, the other cases are addressed by studying
the ABL biases for both CBL periods and the NBL in section 4.3.

Our analysis focuses on the vertical profiles of potential temperature (h) and zonal wind (u) at three distinct
periods: 2 h before sunset as the surface sensible heat flux becomes negative, sunrise as the NBL has fully
developed, and end of the experiment (noon). The results are shown in Figure 5. The markers in the top
plots indicate the ABL structure from a bulk perspective, i.e., the height of the ABL (zABL), and average tem-
perature over that layer (hhi).

4.2.1. Late Afternoon Decay
Over the first hours of convection (Figures 5a and 5d), the results are relatively insensitive to the large differ-
ence in grid spacing. Maximum biases in zABL and hhi are less than 0.1 K and 30 m, respectively, in line with
the findings (first-order moments) of Sullivan and Patton [2011]. The velocity profiles are more sensitive,
with a small underestimation of the lower-ABL velocity in the low-resolution experiments. This is caused by
a small overestimation of the surface friction velocity, and/or the reduced amount of resolved turbulence,

Figure 5. Vertical profiles at sunset minus 2 h (2.75 h), sunrise (13.25 h), and noon (21 h) for case U10. (top) Potential temperature (h) and (bottom) zonal wind component (u). The
markers in the top plots indicate the ABL from a bulk perspective, i.e., the height of the ABL (zABL), and average temperature over that layer (hhi).
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causing more difficulties in maintaining the well-mixed profile. Nonetheless, the resulting biases are small,
which are beneficial for our study as it shows that the CBL development itself is insensitive to the range of
grid spacings, allowing all cases to enter the NBL phase with similar conditions.

4.2.2. NBL Period
During the NBL period (Figures 5b and 5e), the mean profiles show a greater sensitivity to grid spacing as
the more poorly resolved simulations mix through a deeper layer. With increasing grid spacing less turbu-
lence is resolved (percentage resolved/total flux), decreasing from �70%–80% in case D3 to �10% in case
D25 (t 5 10 h or t2tsunset � 5.5 h, at z 5 0.5 zABL), the yet coarser resolution experiments (D50, D100) are
nearly laminar. Even though this produces invalid LES (no turbulent mixing; ‘‘no-eddy simulation’’), there is
still diffusive transport by the SGS model. The strain rate—predominantly determined by the vertical shear
component of ~sij (equation (2))—is fairly constant (Figure 5e). Therefore, with similar strain rate and increas-
ing grid spacing, subgrid diffusion increases which causes the deepening of the NBL. Amongst other possi-
bilities, the use of a shear-improved Smagorinsky scheme [L�evêque et al., 2007] or a more appropriate
choice of the subgrid length scale CsD, might improve this undesirable behavior of the SGS model and help
it transition to a more standard RANS closure in the absence of a resolved turbulent flow.

The difference in NBL structure is not only caused by the dynamics and/or the SGS model, as in such a case
(identical surface heat fluxes) the biases would solely consist of a different redistribution of the cooled air with
height. Indicated within Figure 5b (dotted line) is the theoretical NBL structure (bulk temperature/height) that
would arise if the total NBL cooling of the D3 case was simply distributed over a different NBL depth. For
example, compared to the residual layer temperature of 291 K, the D3-case has cooled 5 K (hhi � 286 K) over
a 200 m deep layer. Mixing the same cooling over a layer of 400 m depth would theoretically result in 2.5 K
NBL cooling, or hhi � 288.5 K. Compared to the reference case, all lower-resolution experiments are relatively
cold (i.e., situated left of the dotted line), which is the result of the interactive LSM. Shown in Figure 6 is the
bias in the surface sensible heat flux compared to the reference case (dH5Hx2HD3, with Hx the different U10

cases). Approximately 1 h before sunset, the lower-resolution cases start producing more negative surface
fluxes. This is the result of an increased temperature difference between the surface and lowest model level,
which is partially compensated by an increase in aerodynamic resistance (equation (B2)).

4.2.3. Second Day of Convection
Despite the large biases that are introduced during the NBL period, the different resolution experiments
tend to realign during the second day of convection (Figures 5c and 5f). As a result of the additional surface
cooling at night (Figure 6), the ABL depth and temperature at the end of the experiments (noon) are lower
for the lower-resolution cases, with maximum biases in the mixed-layer depth of �100 m, and averaged
mixed-layer temperature of �0.35 K. Note that the temperature bias is amplified by the difference in mixed-
layer growth, influencing the entrainment of relatively warm free tropospheric air as the mixed-layer deep-

ens. The LSM partially compensates
these biases as the surface sensible
heat flux increases with decreasing
resolution (Figure 6). A back of the
envelope calculation helps to put
these results in perspective: for
example, the nighttime bias dH for
case D50 is around 212 W m21

over a period of approximately
12 h (Figure 6). With dH integrated
in time, and distributed over the
average afternoon mixed-layer
depth of 1000 m, this results in a
temperature bias of 20.44 K. A sim-
ilar calculation for the daytime bias
(dH � 7 Wm22 over approximately
5 h) reveals a temperature compen-
sation of 0.1 K, indicating that
about 25% of the nighttime bias is

Figure 6. Bias in the surface sensible heat flux for case U10, compared to the U10-D3

case (dH5HDX 2HD3 ).
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compensated. As the difference in H remains positive for the low-resolution cases at the end of the experi-
ment, the biases in ABL depth and temperature would further decrease if the experiments were further inte-
grated in time. The partial bias cancellation is not serendipitous, but the result of energy conservation
within our experiments where the additional heat entering the soil at night is again released during the
day. In section 4.4, the implication of these biases on convection is discussed in more detail.

Summarized, the experiments are insensitive to the large range of grid spacings during the first day
of convection. During the NBL phase, the structure of the NBL is influenced by both the ratio of
resolved/modeled mixing, and differences in the surface sensible heat flux as the LSM responds to
ABL biases, and vice versa. Despite the large NBL biases, all cases tend to realign during the second
day of convection.

4.3. Statistics of the U5;U8L, and U10 Cases
For all cases, the biases in ABL depth (dzABL) and ABL-averaged potential temperature (dhhi) are here pre-
sented in condensed form (Figure 7). We focus on the same three periods as in the previous section: (i) 2 h
before sunset, (ii) sunrise, and (iii) noon during the second day of convection. The biases are calculated
compared to the reference (D3) experiments, and all statistics are averaged over the 60 min period before
the indicated time.

The results are shown in Figure 7. All three physical experiments exhibit similar behavior. Two hours
before sunset (t 5 i) the ABL depth is (on average) slightly underestimated in the lower-resolution
experiments, although there is no clear trend as a function of resolution. For all cases, the absolute
biases in bulk potential temperature are � 0.1 K. During the NBL period the lower-resolution experi-
ments create deeper NBLs. The maximum bias at sunrise (t 5 ii) in zABL increases with higher wind
speeds from �80 m in the U5 case to �250 m for case U10. The relative biases are, however, approxi-
mately constant, with the D100 cases overestimating the NBL depth by 100%–120% compared to the D3

setup. The bulk potential temperature is overestimated in all sensitivity experiments. Although the
lower-resolution experiments experience more negative surface heat fluxes (Figure 6 for case U10), the
NBL-averaged temperature decreases less as the surface cooling is distributed over a deeper layer. The
absolute biases at sunrise (t 5 ii) range from 2 K in case U10 to 3 K in case U8L. At noon during the sec-
ond day of convection (t 5 iii), the biases in ABL depth are opposite in sign of the biases during the
NBL period. The U8L and U10 cases have the largest underestimation of approximately 100 m. The rela-
tively large bias in hhi decreases as the mixed layer grows to less than 0.5 K.

Summarized, the misrepresentation of the NBL results in biases in ABL depth and temperature on the order
of 100 m and 0.5 K. In the following section, the implications of such biases on cloud formation will be
briefly discussed.

Figure 7. Biases in ABL depth (dzABL) and ABL-averaged temperature (dhhi) at sunset minus 2 h (i, 2.75 h), sunrise (ii, 13.25 h), and noon (iii,
21 h). All statistics are averaged over 1 h (t 5 1.75–2.75 h, t 5 12.25–13.25 h, and t 5 20–21 h).
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4.4. Implications for Cloud
Formation
Up to this point, the biases during
the second day of convection have
been addressed individually for the
ABL depth and temperature. More
relevant for moist convection is their
contribution to a quantity related to
clouds: the mixed-layer top relative
humidity (RHzABL ). Even though our
experiments exclude moisture, we
can quantify the temperature contri-
bution to relative humidity biases.
These arise both from the effect of
mixed-layer temperature biases
directly, but also because of an over
or underestimation of the mixed-
layer depth, influencing the absolute
temperature at the mixed-layer top.
This thus excludes the influence of

ABL dynamics (and biases) on moisture, and only acts to place the biases in mixed-layer temperature and
depth in context of RHzABL . Figure 8 shows the results of this analysis. The error in RHzABL (shaded contours) is
here calculated as the combined influence of dzABL and dhhi on RHzABL , compared to the reference cases
(D3). For the reference case, a reference moisture mixing ratio (rref ) is calculated, such that RHzABL is equal to
100%, i.e., zABL equals the lifting condensation level. Assuming that rref is constant amongst the lower-
resolution experiments, the bias in mixed-layer potential temperature (directly influencing TzABL ) and depth
(influencing TzABL through its dependence on the mixed-layer top pressure) is translated to a bias in RHzABL .

For all cases except one, the biases in zABL and dhhi are of similar sign: an underestimation of zABL is coupled
to an underestimation of hhi. As the reference cases (dzABL5dhhi50) are assumed to have a mixed-layer top
relative humidity of 100%, their mixed-layer depth corresponds to the height of the lifting condensation
level (zLCL). Therefore, for a constant relative humidity, dzABL corresponds to the change in zLCL as a function
of dhhi. This allows the comparison of both the change in RHzABL and zLCL2zABL from Figure 8.

As shown, the biases in mixed-layer depth and temperature partially compensate. The maximum tempera-
ture biases of 20.4 K would result in an increase in relative humidity of 2–3% or change in zLCL of 250 m,
which is compensated by the negative bias in mixed-layer depth. The resulting change in RHzABL is in the
range of 0% to 23%, and the difference zLCL2zABL is on the order of 0 to 250 m. For comparison, these dif-
ferences are on the order of the intermodel spread (cloud base relative humidity, and cloud base height) of
different LES codes for experiments of the daytime ABL only (ARM LES intercomparison) [Brown et al., 2002].

5. Summary and Conclusions

In the present study, we analyzed the influence of misrepresenting the NBL in low-resolution LES on the
subsequent day of dry convection. Here low resolution was defined as a grid spacing sufficient to explicitly
represent daytime convection, but much coarser than needed to resolve small-scale turbulence in the NBL.
With the high requirements on grid spacing for the NBL period, such a setup might be necessary or benefi-
cial for studies that primarily address daytime convection, or early initiatives to explore the use of LES for
NWP purposes. We answered the question: how accurately must the NBL be represented in order to obtain
a faithful representation of daytime convection?

Using statistics obtained from measurement data representative for summertime Western European condi-
tions, we designed idealized LES experiments covering near-complete diel cycles of convection over land.
Reproducing the typically observed conditions ensured that we covered realistic conditions in terms of
wind (shear, producing turbulence) and surface cooling (buoyancy suppression of turbulence). With a sensi-
tivity study on resolution, ranging the (horizontal) grid spacing from 3.125 to 100 m in factors of two, we

Figure 8. Influence of biases in ABL depth (dzABL) and temperature dhhi on the mixed-
layer top relative humidity (%). Given a bias in zABL and hhi, the shaded contours indi-
cate the difference in RHzABL compared to a 1000 m deep ABL with hhi5290 K and
RHzABL 5100%. The colors of the individual experiments are the same as in Figure 7.
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addressed the role of the fraction of resolved turbulence on the development of the NBL, and implication
of NBL biases on the consecutive day of dry convection. The roles of moisture and radiation were excluded
from the experiments; if a relatively simple dry case is poorly represented, then more complex cases involv-
ing moist convection will surely be influenced.

From the results of our numerical experiments, we can draw a number of conclusions. As expected, the rate of
resolved turbulence in the NBL quickly decreases with increasing grid spacing. At grid spacings as coarse as
100 m, no NBL turbulence is resolved and the NBL development is predominantly driven by the SGS model.
Under these conditions, the NBL is poorly represented with relative biases in the NBL depth of 100%–120%,
and absolute biases in the bulk NBL temperature of 2–3 K. These biases are the result of both the SGS model,
causing excessive vertical mixing at low resolutions, and feedbacks between the LSM and the atmosphere.
The latter allows for a more realistic response of surface processes to (biases in) the atmosphere, relaxing the
strict coupling that would be introduced with the use of a prescribed surface temperature or flux. Despite the
large biases in the NBL, the influence on the consecutive day of convection is limited: maximum biases in the
afternoon mixed-layer depth and temperature are approximately 100 m and 0.5 K, respectively. As these
biases are positively correlated—an underestimation of the NBL depth corresponds to an underestimation of
the ABL temperature—the biases compete and partially compensate their individual influence on the mixed-
layer top relative humidity, resulting in maximum differences of 0% to 23%. This insensitivity of the relative
humidity is important for correctly timing the onset of moist convection, as a precursor for deeper moist con-
vection and precipitation. The authors remind the reader that our simulations excluded moisture and therefore
only provide a first-order estimate, neglecting the influence of potential biases in the moisture mixing ratio.

For applications focused on daytime convection, in which biases during the NBL period are tolerable, these
findings are promising. The use of relatively coarse resolutions greatly decreases the required computa-
tional resources, opening the opportunity for employing LES to study the diurnal cycle of convection at
mesoalpha scales (20–2000 km). However, our study only addressed the dynamical aspects in the absence
of moisture and radiation. Whether moisture (fog) and radiation can, in particular cases, further amplify the
NBL biases and/or daytime convection is currently unknown. Also, our study predominantly focused on the
mean thermodynamic structure of the ABL. A more detailed analysis of the influence of grid spacing on
(shallow) convection, similar to Sullivan and Patton [2011] and extending the work of Bryan et al. [2003]
would be interesting. Both topics will need to be addressed in the future research.

Appendix A : Sampling Criteria Measurement Data

We sample clear nights based on the difference in incoming longwave radiation (LWin) between measure-
ments and a theoretical value calculated using the 2 m temperature (T2m) and Stefan-Boltzmann’s law. In
the presence (absence) of clouds, the difference dQ5rT 4

2m2LWin (with r55:673108Wm22K24) is expected
to be small (large). The threshold for this difference, and the missampling that it introduces, was studied
using cloud cover observations from CESAR as shown in Figure A1. For samples with a large observed cloud
cover, dQ is typically less than 50 W m22, while for clear nights the majority of the samples have dQ larger
than 50 W m22. Using a threshold dQ � 50Wm22 to subsample the clear nights, and defining a cloud cover
of � 30% as cloudy, results in a missampling of 11% (dashed area).

Appendix B : Description Land-Surface Model

The parameterization of the land-surface model (LSM) is inspired by the ECMWF IFS documentation
[ECMWF, 2011]. Equation or section numbers prepended with ‘‘IFS’’ refer to the latter document. In the
absence of moisture, the surface energy balance (SEB) is defined as:

Qnet5LWin2LWout1SWin2SWout5H1G; (B1)

with Qnet the net surface radiation, LW and SW the longwave and shortwave, incoming (in) and outgoing
(out) radiative fluxes, and H and G the surface sensible and soil heat flux. The different radiative compo-
nents are prescribed or parameterized. The longwave components are defined as LWin5300Wm22 and
LWout5rT 4

s , with Ts the surface (skin) temperature. Shortwave radiation is parameterized using the geo-
graphical location, time and day of year [Stull, 1988, pp. 255–258] using 48�N, Julian date 196 starting at
1500 UTC), and a prescribed surface albedo. With the latent heat flux excluded from the SEB (equation (B1)),
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the surface albedo was increased
to 0.65 to prevent unrealistic day-
time sensible heat fluxes. The
resulting heat flux, as shown in Fig-
ure 3, is representative for both the
Cabauw and Hamburg site. With
the surface fluxes defined as:

H5
qcp

ra
ðhs2haÞ; (B2)

G5KskðTs2TsoilÞ; (B3)

with q the (surface) air density, cp

the specific heat capacity of air at
constant pressure (1005 J kg21 K21),
ra the aerodynamic resistance, ha

the potential temperature at the
lowest model level, Ts (hs) the sur-
face (potential) temperature, Ksk the
thermal conductivity of the skin
layer, and Tsoil the temperature of
the top soil layer. The aerodynamic

resistance is defined as 1=ra5CHjUj, with jUj the absolute wind speed at the lowest model level, and CH the
transfer coefficient of heat (equation (IFS-3.15)). The latter is calculated using the integrated stability functions
as defined in equations (IFS-3.20) and (IFS-3.22), calculating the Obukhov length as defined in section IFS-
3.2.3.

Assuming that the heat capacity of the skin layer is zero, the surface temperature can explicitly be solved
from equations (B1)–(B3). Four soil layers are used with their midpoints at {0.035, 0.175, 0.64, and 1.5} m
depth, with initial temperatures (gradient typical for the study area at hand) of {291.0, 290.7, 289.8, 287.9}
degrees, respectively. Evolution of the soil temperature follows a diffusion equation (equation (IFS-8.54)):

ðqCÞsoil
@Tsoil

@t
5kT

@2Tsoil

@z2 ; (B4)

with ðqCÞsoil52:193106 J m23 K21 and kT a prescribed thermal conductivity of 1.255 W m21 K21. The latter
value is representative for a loamy soil at a volumetric soil moisture content of 0.247 m3 m23.
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